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TO PROVIDE PRIVATE FUNDING FOR
EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
AND SPECIAL PROJECTS THAT ARE NOT
FUNDED— OR ARE FUNDED ONLY IN PART—

M I S S I O N BY THE DISTRICT 203 BUDGET.

The District always seeks to maintain the quality
of education that is the hallmark of New Trier,
but it often does not have sufficient funds or the
ability to provide funding for all special programs
and initiatives that enhance the New Trier
educational experience. The role of the Foundation
is to assist the District in raising the necessary
funds which will allow the implementation of these
essential—but unfunded—programs or projects.
Cover photo:
Luka Schulmeyer ‘22 helping a young
client with the initial fitting for his
prosthetic forearm as part of a Robotics
Club project in partnership with the
nonprofit e-NABLE, a community of
“digital humanitarians.”
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Dear Friends,
As schools across the United States faced unprecedented challenges
this past year, it has been no surprise that New Trier High School rose
to the occasion. Faculty, staff, students and community members
have devoted countless hours to problem-solving in order to maintain
academic excellence.
New Trier teachers pushed boundaries and innovated all year to
deliver the best possible educational experiences for our students.
New Trier invested rapidly in health and safety, technology upgrades,
and professional development to meet students where they were,
ensuring both students in school and at home had enriching
experiences. Teaching and learning were not the same as you
remember—or as our students have ever experienced—but our
teachers have always been committed to upholding the quality
of education for which New Trier is known.
This year marks the 20th anniversary of the New Trier Educational
Foundation. We began celebrating this milestone by stepping up
for students with the opening of an emergency 203 Grants cycle to
provide necessary funding for initiatives that addressed urgent needs
early in the academic year. Funds were allocated for a COVID-specific
mental health series, mini-recording kits to support WNTH, broadcast
journalism and the radio club, as well as take-home science kits.
We continued with our regular 203 Grants cycles ensuring the needs
of all students were met.
In the face of uncertainty and disruption, we remain dedicated to
providing New Trier students and teachers with the best educational
enrichment opportunities today and – with your continued support –
for many years to come.
Sincerely,

Liz Mayer ’02
Executive Director
New Trier Educational Foundation
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MEET GRACIE, New Trier’s Therapy Dog!
She graduated and received her
certification after taking several training
classes and passing all her tests
with flying colors.
Here’s Gracie taking her rightful place
on the “Olympic” pedestal after passing
her Canine Good Citizenship test.

GRACIE, New Trier’s Certified Therapy Dog
New Trier, like other high schools in our area, is experiencing
high rates of mental health issues such as stress, anxiety,
depression, substance use disorders and more.
The presence of a therapy dog has been shown to
decrease anxiety and enable students to express and
manage issues of grief/loss, learning issues, school refusal,
substance/eating disorders and psycho/social issues.
The Foundation provided funding for the
New Trier Therapy Dog Program that supported
FOUNDATION
Gracie and her owner/handler, Kristine Hummel,
SUPPORT
attending The Institute for Human-Animal
Connection at the University of Denver’s
$
Graduate School of Social Work to further
develop their skills and abilities to impact
necessary training
New Trier students.
for certification
and equipment

4,685
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You can listen to WNTH summer programming 24/7 at www.wnthradio.com; Instagram @wnth88.1,
@wnthsports, @nthsbroadcastjournalism; or Twitter @NTHSMEDIA_WNTH.
PLAN ON
JOINING US AT THE

New Trier Fills the Airwaves with Over
20 Student Podcasts, and Counting

WNTH
Banquet
APRIL 2022

When New Trier shifted to remote and hybrid learning during
the 2020-2021 school year, the New Trier Educational Foundation
saw the need for an emergency 203 Grants cycle to ensure that students
can continue having the best possible learning experience while staying
safe and dealing with uncertainty.
The Foundation provided funding for New Trier’s WNTH Radio 88.1 FM
and the Radio Club to equip students with mobile recording kits for
producing podcasts, talk shows, and music radio shows remotely
from home. The mic kits provided not only continuity for the
FOUNDATION
SUPPORT
students to create content, but also opportunity to produce
new podcasts.

5,000

$

to purchase mobile
recording kits for
producing podcasts

“One of the most beneficial elements of being able to
provide the mic kits to students is that they were able
to have a voice at a time when students were feeling
isolated,” says Jim Syrek, English Department Faculty.
“This technology also serves us well by allowing the club
membership to grow and the community to have even
more radio content to engage with.”
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Skilled Trades Take-Home Kits
Enhance Remote Learning
New Trier Applied Arts received a grant from
the Foundation to create hands-on careeroriented learning opportunities for students
by providing take-home kits and access to tools
and materials on an individual need basis.
Skilled Trades and Emerging Careers is a handson course, and many students were
registered for remote learning. They’re able
to develop essential job skills that prepare them for skilled
FOUNDATION
SUPPORT
trades that are widely in demand.

3,000

$

to provide hands-on
career-oriented learning
through take-home kits

Toward the end of the semester, students worked
together in school to finish their cedar wishing wells
and residential wiring units.
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New Trier Student Assistance Program

Mental Health Workshops
Student
Stress Level
Reduction

78%

22%

BEFORE WORKSHOP
PRESENTATION

AFTER WORKSHOP
PRESENTATION

Student Assistance Program Adds Mental Health
Workshops for Students and Parents
Now, more than ever, New Trier recognizes and is responding to the mental
health impact a pandemic has on our students. Faculty are identifying a variety
of therapeutic and practical strategies needed to engage students and families
in addressing the health and well-being of our school community. Faculty have
put together a “Coping During COVID” series to provide students with an
understanding of how to identify their stress, from positive stress to toxic
stress, and acquire the skills needed to manage it.

FOUNDATION
SUPPORT

3,100

$

As a follow-up, the Foundation funded a series of wellness workshops that enabled faculty to help students learn strategies for
managing challenging times, dealing with negative thoughts,
and reducing stress.

to record and co-facilitate
these sessions

After the workshops, student feedback showed a reduction
in their stress level from 78% to 22%. Teachers who
participated also found it to be very helpful. Thanks to SAP
Coordinator Kristine Hummel for sharing the outcomes
with the Foundation.
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Science Take-Home Lab Kits
Provide Safe Hands-On Learning
Science is learned best when doing it as opposed to hearing it or even
just seeing it. The Foundation provided funding for science take-home lab
kits to ensure that New Trier students continued to experience hands-on
learning through observations and gathering/analyzing data during remote
and hybrid learning. Additionally, these kits allowed students to continue
learning away from their screens.

FOUNDATION
SUPPORT

5,000

$

These are essential job and life skills that students will take
with them after high school and into adulthood in any
career path they choose. Thanks to Winnetka Science
Department Chair Jason English for sharing feedback
and images from students.

to fund science take-home
lab kits for students’
hands-on learning

“The take-home lab kits have strongly impacted my learning
while in remote. I am a visual learner and having these
materials to do a hands-on lab is super helpful. Doing labs
at home with these materials allows me to engage in physics
and overall has greatly improved my understanding.”
— Sydney Durdov, physics student
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Scan this QR code to
check out the Robotics
drone race video.

Robotics Club Builds In-House
Capability for Competitions
The Robotics Club consists of three divisions that provide students opportunities to
experience deeper connections with what they learn in the classroom. The Foundation
is proud to support the club with funding that enables students to explore their passions
and to develop their skillsets in leadership and teamwork.
In order to hold an event safely during the pandemic, the VEX/Land Group used the grant
they received from the Foundation to acquire two Competition Super Kits for Advanced
Competitions. Each kit included a robotic arm, conveyor belt, sensors,
and an automated system on a track.
The ROV/Water Group purchased new components
and a controller with the Foundation grant to build
their remotely-operated vehicle for the MATE ROV
competition.
The Drone/Air Group received funding to purchase
15 drone kits with goggles and transmitters.
Students have been able to build gates that create
a kaleidoscope effect when the drone flies through
the tube and a pulsing-lights effect as the drone
flies through the gate.
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FOUNDATION
SUPPORT

9,510

$

to purchase kits and
components for the three
divisions of Robotics Club

Entrepreneurship Students Received Cash Awards
in Multiple Competitions Throughout School Year

L to R: Aiden Holstein ’23 designed the DryStorm Balaclava for skiers and snowboarders; Charlie Olesker ’22 created the Poop Loop, a leash
accessory that holds dog waste so dog walkers don’t have to; Erika Kim ’22 came up with a one-of-a-kind online shopping technology called
SewFit; and William Slavinsky ’21 created Northshore Composting during the summer of 2020.

The New Trier Business Education Department, in partnership with the Foundation, has been bringing
real-world entrepreneurship experience to the classroom since 2017 with a nationally-recognized
program called INCubatoredu. The program provides a specialized curriculum through online instructional materials, consultation on how the classroom is designed, a coaching and mentoring framework,
and professional development resources for teachers and volunteers.
The year-long course called Entrepreneurship: Startup U involved students developing a product or
service while working with business experts from the community who serve as volunteer coaches and
mentors, guiding student teams through the process. At the end of the year, teams presented their
businesses to a group of local entrepreneurs and business leaders at a pitch event, mimicking ABC’s
popular business pitch show, Shark Tank.
Even with the lack of in-person opportunities this school year, the students still managed a strong
showing in various virtual competitions:
•

Olesker’s Poop Loop placed fourth out of 137 entries at the Illinois Math and Science Academy (IMSA)
Power Pitch on April 18, earning him a $200 Amazon gift card. On April 29, he was selected as one of
five winners out of 150 students and won $1,000 in the Celebrating High School Innovators (CHSI)
pitch competition hosted virtually by Illinois State University and Pontiac Township High School.

•

In December 2020, Slavinsky finished in the top 10 of the CHSI pitch competition and won $500;
his pitch also won a People’s Choice Award, earning him an additional $500.

•

In December 2020, Kim finished in the top 10 of the CHSI pitch competition and won a People’s Choice
Award, earning $500 for each honor; she was also a semifinalist at the IMSA Power Pitch.

•

On March 17, Holstein placed fourth at the Midwest High School Pitch Competition hosted by the
University of Wisconsin-Whitewater, earning a $100 Amazon gift card.
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Student Leads School Chapter for Humanitarian Projects
in Robotics and Engineering
NT Senior Luka Schulmeyer ’22 is building a prosthetic upper limb device for a 5-yr old boy as part of a
project with Applied Arts Faculty Chip Finck. The boy’s dad reached out to Mr. Finck through e-NABLE,
an online global community of “Digital Humanitarian” volunteers who use 3D printing to make free and
low-cost devices for children and adults in need. Luka and Mr. Finck have been meeting with their client
and his dad to test two prototypes and gather feedback for design iterations.
According to Luka, next steps include adding neurosensors to pick up impulses from the muscles and
send signals to the motor, that help the person to better articulate the elbow and control the entire
gauntlet.
Luka plans to continue working with the client as he grows up in order to update the design along the
way, as needed, in response to changes in his anatomy. As head of Enabling The Future New Trier,
a student chapter of E-Nable within the Robotics Club, Luka looks forward to engaging new members
for more complex projects.
The Foundation is proud to have provided funding for the acquisition of 3D printing and scanning
equipment that enables students in applied arts and engineering to lead projects that, according to
Mr. Finck, provide meaningful learning experiences for our students and transform the lives they serve.
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Janet Hersh ‘74, P’08, P’10, P’11
Joining the Foundation Board was a way for me to stay involved with New
Trier after my kids graduated and an opportunity to make a difference in the
community. I honestly never thought that I would become Board Chair,
although having served in that capacity during the final year of my tenure
made my experience even more meaningful.

“I’m grateful for having had
the opportunity to lead
during a major transition
in the history of the
Foundation and work
with others to take it to
the next level.”

Leading a nonprofit organization during the pandemic was challenging, to say
the least. Life had changed on a dime, but what made the work gratifying was
the fact that the Board was receptive to doing new and different things.
Liz, our Executive Director, was also helping the Board pirouette, rather than
pivot, by creatively cultivating our relationships with donors and partners.

donor
volunteers
As a Board, even if we had to shelve some of the projects and events we had
planned, we were able to meet some of the needs in the community that were
in our capacity. A good example was launching the Day of Service, which gave
community members the opportunity to connect with others safely, whether
in-person or virtually, and serve a worthy cause. In the process, the Foundation
was able to build more awareness for the mission and grow our reach while
giving back to the New Trier community and beyond.
I’m grateful for having had the opportunity to lead during a major transition
in the history of the Foundation and work with others to take it to the
next level. I’m so excited for the current leadership as they continue on
their new trajectory.

Sara Elsasser ‘02

I look fondly at my high school experience as a Trevian and, since graduating
from college, I have returned to the community with my family and will
eventually be sending my children to New Trier. Being involved with the
Foundation has been giving me great exposure to the impact that the school
has on its students and the community.

“Being involved in the
decision making to
provide New Trier students
with a wholistic learning
experience is inspiring
and exciting to me.
The level of creativity at
New Trier is so cool!”

I have friends who ask me, “How do you handle sending kids to such a big
school like New Trier?” One of the things that I really appreciate about being
part of the Foundation is that it has armed me with the ability to inform
other parents about NT’s approach to serving a range of students with pathways designed to ensure that students with different needs and interests
can navigate the environment and lead with strong skills.
The NT experience is truly exceptional. With all the programs and activities
that the school offers, I would encourage other parents to enable their kids to
take advantage of as many opportunities as they can to explore their passions
and interests. Add to that the ability to utilize the alumni network, the whole
New Trier experience will have a long-term impact on students as they pursue
internships and professional opportunities.
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Meredith Falk ‘15
As a New Trier student, I competed on the debate team and dedicated
9th period to student government. In doing so, I worked with faculty
and administrators that I may not have met otherwise.

“I didn’t become a teacher
by chance. I chose to teach
because I had so many
amazing teachers at
New Trier.”

These activities opened my eyes to the many opportunities available to
students at New Trier and introduced me to multitalented, passionate
people. I learned later that the Foundation had supported many of the
activities I enjoyed, especially the debate team’s travels to tournaments
across the country.
With that being said, I didn’t become a teacher by chance. I chose to teach
because I had so many amazing teachers at New Trier. They were always
willing to go the extra mile for me. Now, my goal is to support my students
in the same way.

leader
rsupporter

Thus, I joined the Young Alumni Leadership Council in an effort to reach out
to recent graduates and urge them to take advantage of the alumni network
and resources at New Trier. Effective engagement begins with students
updating their contact information on www.newtrierconnect.org and opting
in for regular updates from the Foundation.

Ron Gion ‘73, P’06, P’08, P’11

I look back at my New Trier experience as a period of tremendous personal
growth in so many aspects. I greatly appreciate having had phenomenal
teachers, met lifelong friends, and gained essential skills to prepare me for
where I am today.

“Programs that help kids
grow in many facets
can be made possible
through funding that the
Foundation receives
from private donations.”

Some people think that staying involved with New Trier means that you haven’t
grown beyond that time. On the contrary, for me, New Trier is like a mother
hen that makes sure you’re prepared for what’s out there and when it’s time,
she says, “OK, time for you to go and take the next step!”
I also feel that New Trier does a very good job of instilling values within the
school community that encourage giving back—that there’s something bigger
than us—and that we can be of service to others. New Trier gave me so much
and I’ve learned the value of giving back.
It’s this level of quality education that I’m able to support through the
Foundation. Programs that help kids grow in many facets can be made
possible through funding that the Foundation receives from private
donations. Without this funding, the New Trier learning experience would
not be the same exceptional education for which the school is widely known.
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Our Impact

BY THE NUMBERS

The COVID-19 global pandemic has caused economic disruption
through mandated and voluntary closings of businesses,
schools, and organizations. With the primary concern being the
health and wellness of program participants, staff, and volunteers,
the Foundation has complied with restricting physical gatherings
with each phase of Restore Illinois. This resulted in the Foundation
not being able to have all of the planned fundraising events
since the beginning of the pandemic.

$354,070

To view our full financial statements, please visit
www.newtrierconnect.org/reports_and_finances/

total cash revenues,
gains, and support
without restriction **

$130,903
$45,624
to traditional
grants

total funding to
NT educational
programming

14
grants approved

$66,622
raised through
Strokes of Genius

$58,300

$101,943

additional to
Sofi’s Greenhouse

total Development
and Fundraising
Expenses

$78,370
raised for
restricted
purposes*

* includes
	
named grants and projects
outside those listed above
**	only includes restrictions carried
into the next fiscal year
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Alumni Achievement Awards Dinner
SAVE THE DATE

March 11, 2022
Renaissance Chicago North Shore Hotel
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266 Designs is a classroom business based out of the New Trier Transition Services program that creates
custom apparel and drinkware housed in the One Stop Trev Shop. The business enables students ages 18-21
to practice a variety of life, social, and job skills by taking orders, making and folding items, creating invoices,
making deliveries, and more. With funding support from the Foundation, 266 Designs was able to purchase
equipment and supplies for printing images on t-shirts, mugs, cups, and water bottles.
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